
Report onWorkshop on Computational Complexityand Statistial MehanisSeptember 3-6, 2001, Santa Fe, New MexioOrganizers: Gabriel Istrate, Allon Perus, Chris MooreGabriel IstrateLos Alamos National LaboratoriesSeond Line Goes HereLos Alamos, NM 2E-mail: �mirosoft.om John FranoECECS, Computer SieneUniversity of CininnatiCininnati, OH 45221-0030E-mail: frano�gauss.ees.u.eduSeptember 12, 2001This is a summary of ativity at the �rst Workshop on Computational Complexity andStatistial Mehanis, held September 3-6 in Santa Fe, New Mexio. The workshop wasorganized by Gabriel Istrate and Allon Perus of Los Alamos National Laboratory andChris Moore of the University of New Mexio and Santa Fe Institute and was attended byapproximately 45 partiipants inluding university faulty, students, and researhers fromindustrial and government laboratories. Most attending are US residents but a few amefrom Europe.The dominant theme of the workshop was thresholds or phase transitions assoiated withstatistial properties of random instanes of NP-omplete problems. Seondary themes on-sider statistial properties of other random strutures and the use of non-rigorous methods togain intuition. Work on these topis spans several disiplines inluding Arti�ial Intelligene,Theoretial Computer Siene, Physis and Mathematis, and seeks to reveal onnetionsbetween physial phenomena and the nature of omputation.Sine many omputer sientists have not ome to fully appreiate the use and meaningof stohasti proesses and statistis in algorithmi omplexity researh we �rst provide asimple bakground related to thresholds. Although a true model for a typial physial systeman involve so many omponents or sites as to beome intratable, it is sometimes the ase1



that an aurate mathematial representation an be obtained from an approximation ofits average behavior as if it were an in�nite system. Consider, for example, the perolationof a uid in a large network of sites and pipes. Given an initial onentration of uid ata partiular site, the question is to determine the perentage of sites eventually reeivinguid. For in�nitely large networks, regardless of detailed geometry, if the average numberof neighbors for a site is below a ritial value, then the probability that a site whih isan arbitrarily large distane from the soure reeives uid tends to 0, but if the averagenumber of neighbors is greater than a ritial value the probability of reeiving uid tendsto 1. This transition behavior is haraterized by rapidly inreasing lengths of orrelationpaths between parts of the system as the transition is approahed (that is, the behavior oforrelation paths is not analyti for in�nite systems at the transition point). Researhersare �nding that this behavior is analogous to that of searh algorithms for omputer sieneproblems suh as the Satis�ability problem.The Satis�ability problem (SAT) is the question of determining whether there exists anassignment of Boolean values to variables of a propositional expression in Conjuntive NormalForm (onjuntion of disjuntions of variables or negations of variables, also alled lauses)whih auses the expression to evaluate to true. The problem is NP-omplete. It is referredto as k-SAT if all lauses have k atomi elements. Random instanes of k-SAT ontain mlauses onstruted uniformly and independently from n variables. It has been observed thatsearh algorithms applied to random instanes of k-SAT typially have poor performanearound a ritial threshold identi�ed by m=n = (k), where (k) is not yet known preiselybut is in the intersetion of 
(2k=k) and O(2k). They are more eÆient, usually, ifm=n is faraway from the ritial threshold. The reason seems to be that with relatively few onstraints(lauses) there are many opportunities to �nd a satisfying assignment beause so many existand with relatively many onstraints there are many opportunities to ombine onstraintsfor a refutation. At the threshold (or transition) there are few satisfying assignments and,due to sparseness properties of random formulas, it is unlikely that the existing onstraintsan be ombined in an eÆient way to prove no satisfying assignment exists. In other words,orrelation paths between lauses are very long resulting in long \bakbones" of inferredvalues to variables whih aompany solutions1.Curiously, the bakbones of k-SAT near the threshold seem analogous to the well-studiedbakbones of moleular states that are observed during phase transitions in physis. As, saytemperature, is redued, a bakbone of moleular magneti \spins" develops during a phasetransition. More than one partiular bakbone may develop, but one one forms, the energyneeded to \baktrak" to another rises prohibitively. This is analogous to omputationalwork needed to searh for another assignment inferring a similar number of values and1This is probably due to the fat that the smallest unsatis�able subformulas are getting big near thethreshold. 2



satisfying the same number of lauses (that is, energy state). If the analogy an be madeonrete in some understandable way, we may be able to improve our understanding of thenature of \hard" problems and what it takes to make them easier. Thus, a number of peopleare studying k-SAT transitions, some with assistane from phase transition results. Amongother things, they are looking at the shapes of the transition urves hoping to determine therelationship between sharp or �rst-order transitions with hard problems and the relationshipof oarse or seond-order transitions with easy problems. Some are looking for de�nitiveways that transition behavior implies algorithmi behavior of any kind.SAT and a generalization known as Constraint Satisfation Problems are importantlasses studied in this area and several talks at the workshop addressed these. Talks byAhlioptas and Kirousis presented past results on bounding the transition of 3-SAT fromabove and below and highlighted tehniques for obtaining those bounds, inluding their lim-itations. Lower bounds have relied on analyzing Markovian migration of lauses throughwidths 3, 2 and 1 but suh results have topped out at ritial m=n = 3:26 whih is farbelow the empirially obtained threshold of m=n = 4:25. Upper bounds have relied on�rst moment analyses of subsets of satisfying assignments with redued variane. Kautzis interested in generators of satis�able formulas with distributions ranging from ones thatare everywhere tratable to ones that have a sharp hardness threshold. These are onsid-ered important for testing \one-sided" or inomplete solvers. Daud�e presented transitionbounds for k-XORSAT, instanes of whih an be solved in polynomial time by gaussianelimination. The aim is to help gather evidene for omparing transitions on \easy" lasseswith transitions on \hard" lasses. Demopoulis presented experimental data with the aimof identifying easy-hard transitions for spei� SAT solvers. Suh results might ontributeto improving SAT solvers of the future. Molloy disussed models for random onstraintsatisfation problems. He is able to haraterize those in whih satis�ability transitions aresharp with respet to number of onstraints.Phase transitions on problems other than SAT have been studied and some results werereported at the workshop. Chayes onsidered the Number Partitioning Problem, whih islosely related to the Subset Sum and other NP-omplete Problems. It was shown that ran-dom instanes of this problem, taken from a suitable distribution, exhibit a �rst-order phasetransition. This is interesting in light of the fat that some polynomial time solvable prob-lems suh as 2-SAT exhibit a seond-order phase transition. A similar result was reported byMertens using statistial methods developed for the problem of identifying the minimum in alist of random numbers. However, Mertens also o�ered a alulation of the probability distri-butions of optimal and sub-optimal osts. Culberson experimentally onsidered the natureof \frozen" edges for Graph Coloring. Frozen edges in Graph Coloring are the ounterpartof bakbones in SAT. If random graphs are onstruted by adding edges one at a time, therate at whih edges beome frozen shows a rapid jump, indiating a sharp phase transition3



of the kind typially observed for NP-omplete problems. Boetther presented a heuristifor �nding good solutions to hard physial and ombinatorial optimization problems whihis designed to be partiularly suessful near phase transitions. Duxbury onsidered phasetransitions by onstraint ounting and presented results for a physial and ombinatorialproblem, namely Rigidity Perolation and Minimum Vertex Cover. Borgs onsidered phasetransitions for random H-olorings of retangular subsets of the hyperubi lattie.Gibbs sampling has been applied suessfully in some ases to ombinatorial optimizationproblems and several speakers reported results with this tehnique. Braun investigated thebehavior of typial solutions to optimization problems, whose parameters are set randomly,with respet to the empirial Gibbs measure of one training instane on a seond test in-stane. His fous was the ase where \typial" solutions for di�erent sampled instanes startto look very di�erent below a ertain temperature and their performane on the test instanedereases. He onjetured a onnetion exists between the robustness of a solution sampledfrom the Gibbs distribution at �nite temperature and the hardness of approximating thesolution to the same relative error as the \typial" instane. Sinlair presented a Markovhain Monte Carlo algorithm that samples perfet mathings in an arbitrary bipartite graphfrom the Gibbs distribution with arbitrary non-negative weights on the edges. He obtaineda polynomial time algorithm that omputes the partition funtion to any desired auray.The following are highlights of the remaining presentations. Aldous onsidered bipartitemathing problems with edge weights taken independently from an exponential distribution.The mean of the optimal solution had been onjetured to be �(2) = �2=6. Aldous veri�edthis rigorously by leverly identifying the limit in terms of a mathing problem on a limitin�nite tree. Selman disussed the \heavy-tailed" phenomena in ombinatorial searh. Ifdistribution tails deay \slowly," searh mehanisms may get \stuk" in fruitless portions ofthe searh spae. Restarting frequently an mitigate this problem. Hogg and van Dam dis-ussed algorithms for quantum omputing. Hogg explained how ertain regularities relatedto phase transitions apply to quantum searh algorithms and van Dam laimed results whihindiate quantum adiabati omputing will probably not be useful for solving NP-ompleteproblems in polynomial time. Moore showed that almost all graphs with degree 4.03 orless, inluding 4-regular graphs, are 3-olorable. Yukih found a law of large numbers anda entral limit theorem for the problem of sequentially paking unit balls in a large ube(the existene of suh had been predited using non-rigorous tehniques). Parkes presentedsome insights on interations of phase transitions, onstraint relaxation, and distributedand parallel searh methods. Marathe desribed researh aimed at proposing a \preditiveomplexity theory" whih simultaneously haraterizes omplexity and approximability ofombinatorial problems when instanes are suintly spei�ed in a ertain way. Reidys dis-ussed ombinatorial landsapes. Impagliazzo analyzed hill-limbing algorithms for plantedbisetion problems and ompared the results to Metropolis algorithms.4



Where do we go from here? An illusive goal has been to show that statistial propertiesimply some meaningful algorithmi omplexity properties. Hoping for P 6= NP may beasking too muh. Some wonder whether we will be able to establish diret onnetionsbetween statistial properties and omplexity bounds of some spei� problems. However,links between statistial properties and bounds for ertain lasses of algorithms have alreadybeen established, for example the link between sparseness and resolution in the ase ofunsatisfaible 3-SAT formulas. Statistial methods, suh as Gibbs sampling, may lead touseful alternative algorithms for partiular optimization problems suh as those studied byBraun. Non-rigorous methods an reveal amazing insights. But how reliable are theseinsights? At the moment, we are gathering evidene by attempting onsiderably manyomparisons between rigorous and non-rigorous results on the same problem. It will probablybe some time before we know for sure.
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